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Abstract: The Hawaiian Islands form a holarchic system with at least five nested layers (holons) at
increasing spatial scales: from a single enterprise to cities, to individual islands, to the archipelago
(the group of islands), and to the global resource base that connects them all. Each holonic layer
operates individually but is also linked to holons at lower and higher levels by material input and
output flows. An integrated study of the holarchic system allows us to explore the value of applying
this concept to industrial ecology. We present examples from a multi-level material flow analysis
combining a large quantity of material and energy flow data for Hawaii from the five holarchic levels.
Our analysis demonstrates how a holarchic approach to the study of selected interacting systems can
reveal features and linkages of their metabolism not otherwise apparent and can provide a novel
basis for discovering material, energy, and societal connections.
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1. Introduction

Industrial ecologists have established material flow analysis (MFA) as a premier tool for assessing
the metabolism of human society. While an MFA can be a highly effective tool for optimizing resource
allocation, researchers can easily overlook the relationships between a system under study and other
related systems. Failing to understand the interdependencies of systems could lead to sub-optimal
decision making when considering broader system boundaries for analyses. One such example is the
shock in global automobile production following the 2011 earthquake in Japan, which revealed to
many major automakers that parts of their upstream supply chains depended on a pigment produced
by only one factory in the world, near Fukushima. Automakers could have hedged their supply
chain risks if they had a full understanding of how their networks of lower-tier suppliers (lower-level
systems) integrated with networks that include higher-tier suppliers (higher-level systems). The current
framework for MFA works well at helping researchers identify opportunities for optimizing systems
at a single system level but is not well suited for optimizing material flows across nested systems
interacting with one another. One idea to address this limitation is to approach MFA using the holarchy
framework. The holarchy concept aims to examine systems holistically by acknowledging the systems
nature of the modern material-based society.

The holarchy framework was proposed by Koestler [1] as an alternative to hierarchy in recognizing
the semi-autonomous characteristic of components of biological and social systems, including
organizations, organisms, and cells. Each of these entities is considered a holon since each is a complex
system with operational and managerial independence wherein each system is seeking to optimize
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objectives at its respective holarchic level [2]. As such, a holon is simultaneously a part and a whole in
itself and arises from the collaboration of its complex sub-systems and super-systems. This framework
has been commonly applied to information systems of intelligent manufacturing systems [3–5]
and of supply chain management systems [6–8] and, more recently, to energy systems such as
microgrids [9]. Holarchy has also been used to analyze the means for improving the resilience of
social-ecological systems [10,11], including how to alleviate congestion, ineffective distribution of
resources, and environmental pollution in cities [12]. Holarchy was introduced to industrial ecology
by the works of Kay [13] and Spiegelman [14] to study socio-economic systems as self-organizing,
holarchic, open (SOHO) systems.

It is widely recognized that quantifying the material flows into and from a jurisdictional region
such as a city or country is not a simple matter. The challenge is one of data availability, which could
result from (1) a simple lack of effort in data collection, (2) data collected but in insufficient detail for
the intended purpose, or (3) the difficulty of monitoring flows across porous jurisdictional boundaries.
In principle, a promising way of addressing the data challenge is by focusing on islands, which
have clearly defined physical boundaries and, often, a small number of locations (ports, airports)
where material flows need to be monitored [15]. The methodological utility of island boundaries was,
of course, recognized by Darwin in his studies of finches in the Galapagos Archipelago. A nice summary
of his work is given by Grant and Estes [16]. Examples of island-based MFAs that demonstrate this
efficacy include those of Singh et al. [17], Lenzen [18], Krausmann et al. [19], Nielsen and Jørgensen [20],
and Cecchin [21].

Anthropogenic activities on islands become segments of economies larger and smaller. In this
vein, the sum of human activities on Planet Earth related to material flows represents the sum of flows
into and from Earth’s regions. The regional flows are those related to cities, industries, and other
activities, extending down to smaller entities. Nonetheless, it is not easy to demonstrate the features of
a modern, multi-level material system. Islands may provide a potential end-run around this challenge
because island archipelagoes are themselves generally self-contained and are also connected with
their individual islands (a lower level) and with flows to and from continental and global systems
(higher levels).

An archipelago and its connections form an example of a holarchy, or what engineers call a system
of systems [2] and ecologists call a panarchy [22,23]. In such a system, a higher-level holon is, in part,
a result of activities of holons below it in the hierarchy. Similarly, an upper-level holon may constrain
the behaviors of lower-level holons. One can, therefore, picture a material flow holarchy ranging
from the lowest level holon to the highest level holon defined in this paper as (1) an industrial
activity on an island by one or more enterprises, (2) a city on the island that contains that industrial
activity, (3) the island itself, (4) the archipelago of which the island is part, and (5) the planet that
contains the archipelago. The holarchy framework can also be applied to conceptualize non-island
socio-economic systems.

In practice, a holarchic study in industrial ecology would consist of the collective examination
of material flow accounts of a particular holon and its lower- and higher-level holons which form
a holarchy (Figure 1). This article synthesizes research by faculty and graduate students from the
Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies and explores some of the benefits and challenges
of examining material flows for Hawaii using the holarchy framework. The material flow accounts
presented in this study were not compiled with the idea of holons in mind, but it subsequently occurred
to us that the islands were part of a holarchic system. Our previous objective had been to compare
material flows on islands that were each a political unit (typically a county) of the same state, Hawaii,
thereby allowing us to examine variations in metabolism while controlling for differences in the
regulatory system. Because of limitations in scope and data availability, the results are indicative rather
than comprehensive, revealing some of the challenges and achievements of applying the holarchic
perspective within industrial ecology. The value of the activity is that it demonstrates the potential of
a holarchic approach to MFA, and thereby encourages further research based on that perspective.
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Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of a holarchic system for integrated material flow analyses. The entire
Earth system and each circle denote individual holons, and their borders represent system boundaries
for individual material flow analyses. Holarchic levels are indicated by shades of blue. Black arrows
represent flows of materials between holons in the same holarchic level, and blue arrows represent
flows between holarchic levels.

2. Materials and Methods

The Hawaiian Island Archipelago consists of six principal islands (Figure 2) and a number of
smaller, largely uninhabited islands. During the years 2006–2013, faculty and graduate students from
the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies conducted projects related to quantifying and
analyzing flows of materials through the islands, organized by authors of the present study. MFAs,
energy analyses, and targeted studies of various kinds were conducted for a selection of industries,
cities, and islands in the archipelago [24–47]. These activities were pursued with diverse analytic aims
in mind, with the result that the individual studies were interesting and useful, but the sum of the
studies did not comprise a fully integrated specification of the interlinked material flows related to
the Hawaiian Archipelago. Nonetheless, the results provide examples of metabolism at the different
holarchic levels, thereby enabling us to demonstrate the potential value of a complete holarchic
evaluation centered on anthropogenic flows of materials.

The analysis in the present work is directed at the five-level holarchy shown in Figure 3. As the
holarchy framework views each holon as a semi-autonomous system, our study treats each holon
as an individual system of analysis, effectively constructing a tiered system of MFAs consisting of
multiple levels connected by material input and output flows. We present the multi-layer analysis of
material flows by providing examples of standalone MFAs for holons drawing on our previous works
(see the Supplementary Materials for additional examples of such MFAs). The compiled material flows
are compared across individual holons to yield insights that are not apparent when examining each
holon in isolation.
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Figure 2. The Hawaiian Archipelago, picturing the six islands under study and several principal cities.

Figure 3. The Hawaiian Islands holarchic system. Arrows represent material flows between holarchic
levels. Lower-level holons are nested within higher-level holons. Flows between higher-level holons
are larger than those between lower-level holons. In addition, flows from higher to lower holons are
depicted as larger than those from lower to higher holons to indicate that material stocks in Hawaii are
gradually increasing over time as island infrastructure is further developed.

The material flow accounts at each holarchic level were compiled based on Eurostat’s methodology
for economy-wide material flow accounts (EW-MFA; see the Supplementary Materials for the compiled
material flow data) [48]. Imports and exports for each holon were calculated using data on inbound
and outbound ocean shipments by port from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Waterborne Commerce
Statistics Center [49]. The accounts for domestic extraction drew primarily on state-level harvest and
mining data from the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s National Agricultural Statistics Service [50]
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and the U.S. Geological Survey’s National Minerals Information Center [51]. State-level material
accounts were disaggregated to the island and municipality levels based on information including the
distributions of crop area, retail sales, population, and man-hours worked in mines, provided by the
State of Hawaii Databook [52], a publication of the State of Hawaii’s Department of Business, Economic
Development and Tourism (DBEDT), the U.S. Census Bureau’s Economic Census [53], and the U.S.
Department of Labor’s Mine Safety and Health Administration [54], among others. For analyses of
island and industry-level holons, data from these sources were enhanced by in-person interviews
conducted in Hawaii by Yale graduate students and by personal communication with individuals at
local organizations. Apparent consumption, or formally direct material consumption, is calculated as
the sum of used domestic extraction and imports, minus exports.

Material shipments by air are not accounted for in this study. Approximately 98% of imports to
Hawaii were ocean deliveries [37], and this ratio was assumed to be similar for exports. Therefore,
values for ocean shipments were treated as all shipments in the calculations. Furthermore, the terms
“import” and “export” are used in this document to describe inbound and outbound material flows for
a defined system as used by Eurostat [48] and do not strictly indicate international flows. Imports
and exports for the entire State of Hawaii can be calculated from port-level data because all ocean
shipments to and from the Hawaiian Islands pass through Oahu [37]. Our analysis does not include
unused extraction, indirect flows, or sectoral disaggregation of material flows. We present the results
of MFAs for individual holons by holarchic level in order of increasing spatial scale and explore
their relationships.

3. Results

3.1. Holon Level 1: The Macadamia Nut Industry on the “Big Island”

Among the significant industrial sectors in the Hawaiian Archipelago is the macadamia nut
industry on Hawaii Island (hereafter termed the “Big Island” to avoid confusion). One macadamia nut
factory processed 14.1 Gg of macadamia nuts in 2005 (Figure 4). The processing plant’s operations
relied on very few island imports relative to its direct material inputs (island export-import ratio of
3.4 by mass). The facility derived 60% of its power from an on-site generator that burned 660 Mg of
discarded macadamia nut shells and another 20% from 130 Mg of waste fuel oil. Water was extracted
from two deep wells on the property, and the nuts were grown primarily in orchards adjacent to the
factory, minimizing the distance for material transport. Other industries could, of course, be analyzed
in the same way, depending on the availability of data and the purpose of the analysis.

The material flows for individual facilities could be effectively characterized by conventional
MFAs for enterprise-level holons. However, these analyses alone do not inform how the quantified
flows relate to flows for a city, an island or county, and other higher-level holons. Whole island data
show that 25.6 Gg of macadamia nuts were harvested on the Big Island in 2005, so the factory processed
over half of all macadamia nuts collected on the island in that year. Such a comparison for a single
material may be simple and interesting, but much more data are required to make robust assessments
about the overall relationships between material flows for an individual enterprise (or industry) and
aggregate flows for higher-level holons. For example, the relative contributions of the factory’s material
flows to the total flows for the State of Hawaii remain unaddressed. This knowledge gap may be filled,
however, by utilizing results from other holarchic levels, as shown in the following sections.
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Figure 4. Material flow analysis for a macadamia nut processing plant on the Big Island in 2005.
The units are Gg a−1. Based on Houseknecht et al. [40].

3.2. Holon Level 2: Municipalities on the Big Island: Hilo and Kona

The example holon for level 2 is a municipality. As part of our study, the students conducted MFAs
to examine the social metabolism of Hilo and Kona, the two principal urban centers on the Big Island.
In this study, Hilo’s spatial extent is defined as the Hilo Census Designated Place (CDP), and Kona’s
extent is defined as the collection of Kailua, Kahaluu-Keauhou, Kalaoa, Holualoa, and Honalo CDPs,
based on extensive consultation with geographers and the County of Hawaii planning departments
(Although Kona and Hilo are known as the largest municipalities on the Big Island, neither has
municipal boundaries per se. It is typical in Hawaii that the more populous islands are designated as
counties and are unincorporated. With no official boundaries, a geographical carving out of CDPs had
to be created for both Hilo and Kona to conduct the comparison properly, specifically in connection
with National Science Foundation grant #0948781 ULTRA-Ex Award. “Human-Nature Interactions in
an Urbanized Island Setting: Hilo and Kailua-Kona, Hawai‘i as Model Socio-Ecological Systems.”).
The macadamia nut factory lies outside of our system boundaries for Hilo and Kona. Because more
than one example of a municipality holon was addressed, it was possible to compare the two results,
as shown in Figure 5.

Significant differences are seen across Hilo and Kona in imports, exports, and domestic extraction.
The resident population of Hilo was approximately 20% greater than that of Kona in 2009 [52], but
the direct material input to Hilo was 43% greater than that of Kona. One reason for this disparity
was Hilo’s fossil fuel imports, which were 87% greater than that of Kona. On the other hand, there
were several materials that had larger flows for Kona than those for Hilo. Notably, Kona imported,
locally extracted, and consumed a larger amount of biomass, for grazing and for food and agricultural
products. The larger imports and domestic consumption of biomass may partially be explained
by Kona’s greater focus on the tourism industry. Interestingly, Kona extracted more biomass, even
though Hilo had 13 times more water than the dry, tourism-oriented Kona [26]. Construction minerals
accounted for 44% of direct inputs to each municipality, and almost all were used within the cities.
Together, the two municipalities consumed 350 Gg of fossil fuels and utilized 1,350 Gg of construction
minerals. While separate MFAs for holons at the same holarchic level allow for some comparisons, no
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claims with respect to higher-level holons could be made without MFA results for higher-level holons,
as was the case with the macadamia nut factory.

Figure 5. Material flows (Gg a−1) for the Big Island communities of Hilo (left) and Kona (right) in 2009,
excluding water. Data from Chertow and Seto [27].

3.3. Holon Level 3: The Big Island

The example holon for level 3 is an island. An MFA that was completed for the Big Island is shown
in Figure 6. The economy of the island was evenly dependent on imports and local extraction in 2009,
with the direct material input equaling 5,080 Gg. Fossil fuel imports amounted to 580 Gg, of which 99%
was consumed on the island. Construction minerals were the largest material flow, equaling 40% of
direct inputs. Practically all non-metallic mineral inputs were consumed on the island. Approximately
72% of the direct material input, a larger ratio compared to Hilo and Kona, was consumed on the Big
Island as a whole. This difference is mainly a result of the large local extraction of biomass for grazing
on the island.

Figure 6. Material flow analysis for the Big Island (Gg a−1) for year 2009, excluding water. Data from
Chertow and Seto [27].
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A comparison of material flows for Hilo and Kona with that of the entire island reveals that
while almost half of the island’s population resided in Hilo and Kona [52], the two municipalities
together accounted for the use of 61% of fossil fuels and 66% of construction minerals consumed on the
entire island. Furthermore, the quantity of biomass extracted in the two municipalities combined was
practically insignificant for the island overall (0.9% of local extraction and 0.4% of the direct material
input to the Big Island).

Thus, comparing the metabolism of Hilo and Kona with that of the entire island illustrates that
much of the island exhibited characteristics of a more rural economy. With MFA data for multiple
holarchic levels, researchers may be able to make practical approximations of material flows for holons
with data gaps. For example, subtracting Hilo and Kona’s quantities for local extraction of food and
agricultural products from the total extraction of food and agricultural products on the Big Island
yields the result that the distribution of extracted food and agricultural products was 3.9 Gg in Hilo,
4.4 Gg in Kona, and 58.7 Gg across the entire rest of the island. This distribution would have been
missed from solely an island-level MFA or a comparison of Hilo and Kona. The estimation technique
is not directly applicable to our dataset because the flows for Hilo and Kona were derived together
with those for the rest of the island by applying allocation factors to island-level flows (based on ratios
of cropland area, building permits, product sales, etc.). The approach would have been practical,
however, if the domestic extraction of biomass for Hilo and Kona were calculated using cropland area
and granular crop yield estimates, which vary widely by section of the island. It could also be useful in
cases where material flow data are documented for a higher-level holon (e.g., island or county) and
only for some nested, lower-level holons (e.g., city).

With approximate data for the extraction of food and agricultural products on the rest of the Big
Island, comparisons could be made with the macadamia nut factory. The quantity of macadamia nuts
processed by the factory accounts for roughly a quarter of food and agricultural products extracted on
the island, excluding Hilo and Kona, and a fifth of all food and agricultural products extracted on the
island overall. This comparison also shows, however, that even an enterprise such as the macadamia
nut factory contributed less than 1% of the total domestic extraction and the direct material input for
the Big Island.

3.4. Holon Level 4: The Hawaiian Archipelago

The example holon for level 4 consists of the six most populous islands of the Hawaiian Archipelago,
which account for the vast majority of material flows for the State of Hawaii. Figure 7 illustrates
the overall material flows for the state, revealing the archipelago holon’s metabolic profile to be
very different from that of the Big Island holon. The State of Hawaii had a direct material input
of 24.8 Tg in 2007, split evenly between domestic extraction and imports, similar to the Big Island.
Unlike the Big Island, however, 94% of the direct material input to the state was consumed within the
archipelago system.

Construction minerals were the most prominent materials for domestic extraction and apparent
consumption for the archipelago holon. The flows of fossil fuels for the entire state were much
larger than for the Big Island holon in absolute terms and in relation to other materials for imports,
exports, and apparent consumption. Further analyses of material flows for island-level holons revealed
that over two-thirds of all fossil fuel imports are consumed on Oahu. The distribution of fossil fuel
consumption among the islands was in line with the population distribution, although there also
appeared to be a decrease in consumption per capita with islands with higher population densities.
This trend was similar for other material flows as well.
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Figure 7. Material flow analysis for the State of Hawaii (Tg a−1), 2007. Based on Famely et al. [37] and
Kanaoka [55].

The quantities for the state’s exports may appear to be small when considering that the Big
Island’s exports alone were comparable to those of the entire state. The comparison of MFAs for the
archipelago-level and island-level holons revealed that 46% of all of Hawaii’s ocean shipments (sum of
imports and exports) were intrastate (inter-island) shipments by mass, mostly consisting of metals.
This result is in agreement with figures from a study by the Hawaii DBEDT [56]. For the archipelago
holon, fossil fuel was a significant export, translating to 6% of imported fossil fuels. Much of the
exported fossil fuels consisted of naphtha, a solvent and feedstock for plastics, for which no significant
market exists in Hawaii [57].

3.5. Holon Level 5: Pacific Ocean Shipping

The available data for material flows to and from the Hawaiian Archipelago do not permit us
to fully reconstruct the material interactions between the archipelago and the planet. One particular
material flow, however, can be accessed, plotted, and studied: the flows of petrochemical fuels to the
Hawaiian Archipelago from the world’s major oil-producing regions (Figure 8).

As in the example of automobile paint in the introduction, conceptualizing the global supply
chain for petrochemical fuels as a holon could help understand the dependence of lower-level holons
on the holarchic system. As we have noted, petrochemical fuels constitute the most significant direct
material input to the State of Hawaii by mass (Figure 7). Because Hawaii has no proven crude oil
reserves, the use of petrochemicals on the islands has been completely dependent on imports. The total
quantity of imported liquid fuels remained around 50 million barrels per year between 1992 and 2009
(Figure 8). While almost half of the liquid fuel imported to Hawaii in 1992 was from the continental
U.S. (i.e., Alaska), that ratio was reduced to 2% by 2009. The energy system at the heart of Hawaiian
society has thus become significantly more reliant on material flows from foreign nations than was the
case a half-century ago.
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Figure 8. The flows of petrochemical fuels to the Hawaiian Archipelago from the world’s major
oil-producing regions. Adapted from Cooke and Parsons [58].

If the material flows for the State of Hawaii were studied as a single-level system without examining
their connections to the global economy, these supply chain relationships and associated political
and economic dynamics would be overlooked. Studying these relationships is vital to understanding
how material flows may change in the future, such as could occur with supply chain disruptions due
to economic sanctions. These insights are also important for understanding how decisions made at
lower-level holons could shape material flows at higher-level holons. This is especially important
now that the Hawaiian state legislature has adopted the goal of generating 100% of its electricity from
renewable energy resources by 2045 [59,60].

4. Discussion

4.1. Data Challenges and Benefits of Performing an Industrial Ecology Holarchic Analysis

The results of analyses presented in this study illustrate how a holarchic investigation of material
flows could benefit researchers in at least two ways. First, characterizing materials flows for multiple
holarchic levels could provide frames of reference for understanding a holon’s relative contributions
to material flows at higher- and lower-level holons. For example, we found that Hilo and Kona
together consumed 61% of all fossil fuels consumed on the Big Island, and the Big Island’s fossil fuel
consumption accounted for 6.5% of all fossil fuels consumed in the State of Hawaii. It follows that Hilo
and Kona consumed approximately 4% of all fossil fuels consumed in the state. While appearing to
be simple, these comparisons spanning more than two system levels will be difficult to make with
conventional MFAs, which conceptualize material flows at a single system level. A holarchic MFA
would allow for analysis similar to examining a contribution tree for environmental impacts in life
cycle assessment [61]. Extending this analysis to higher-level holons like Hawaii’s global supply
system for fossil fuels could also illuminate the dependence between holarchic levels and associated
political and economic factors, as in the analysis of petroleum imports in Section 3.5 above. The results
from holarchic MFAs could also help identify opportunities for recovery of material outputs from
a holon by examining flows for higher-level holons and evaluating whether the systems have any
displaceable inputs.

The second benefit of a holarchic analysis is that it may be useful to quantify material flows for
systems that are difficult to characterize because of data scarcity or complicated system boundaries.
Material data often involve some level of aggregation or assumptions. There is also the additional
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complexity introduced when dealing with system boundaries that span numerous administrative
units. These issues may be especially important for systems that are understudied, such as rural
economies. As an example of how the holarchy framework could address this issue, our Big Island
results illustrated how the material flows for rural areas could be quantified by subtracting the flows
for urban areas from those of the higher-level holon. The quantity for biomass extraction in the more
rural areas of the Big Island can be derived from material accounts for Hilo, Kona, and the overall
Big Island. Data had been derived for the next higher-level holon in our example, and material flows
for urban areas were less complicated to quantify than other flows on the Big Island. These forms of
analyses could, of course, also be applied to material flows in non-island systems.

Such multi-level analyses of material flows may be difficult to achieve in practice, however. While
a holarchic analysis could help fill some data gaps, the gap being evaluated may be too wide to allow
for any approximation. In the case of waste accounts in the U.S., most counties and states do not report
material recovery and make comprehensive accounting of recycling almost impossible. More potential
difficulties in conducting holarchic MFAs arise from the classification categories used to compile
material accounts. Even if data are available, the same materials may be aggregated and reported
under different material categories based on the classification system used by the entity responsible for
accounting. Again, such an issue is highly relevant for waste accounts in the U.S. This may not be
a problem for materials for which reporting is required and standardized by regulating institutions,
however. One potential issue about material categories, not specific to the context of a holarchic
analysis, is that the classification categories may simply be inadequate for certain analyses. In our
compiled dataset for Hawaii, more than half of the exported biomass is categorized as “other” or
“food products not elsewhere classified” under the Eurostat methodology. Such rough aggregations
make granular comparisons of flows difficult. These challenges demonstrated the need for a better,
standardized material accounting system.

4.2. The Archipelago Over Time (Temporal Holarchic Analysis)

Our analysis for holon level 5 illustrated how a holarchic analysis could help understand global
material flow relationships with appropriate time-series data. In some cases, holons or holachic systems
can be studied over a longer time period, enabled by historic data to start and then by continuing
data acquisition and analysis. Figure 9 presents historical exports from the Hawaiian Islands (holon
level 4) to the rest of the world compiled mainly from annual reports prepared by the firm Peirce
and Brewer and the Honolulu Collector General’s Office (working paper by Chertow and Paul [26]).
The material accounts reflected in the figure indicate the emergence and decline of several industries in
the Hawaiian Kingdom.

The material flows for the Hawaiian Islands were mostly self-contained until foreign commercial
ships began to arrive after Captain Cook’s “discovery” of the islands in 1778. In the following centuries,
the islands’ socio-economic metabolism went through a series of dramatic transformations, shaped
mostly by global economic factors. For example, the whaling trade served as the backbone of
Hawaii’s economy during the mid-nineteenth century, but gradually declined as the whale populations
diminished, the American Civil War reduced the whaling fleet, and whale oil faced competition from
kerosene and the growing petroleum industry [62,63]. From the 1850s, investors turned to exporting
agricultural products, especially sugar, an activity that was increasingly profitable owing to tariff
arrangements and increasing demand from fast-growing populations in the American West [63,64].

Sugar exports were also captured in our MFA for the Hawaiian Islands. The export quantities,
however, hardly resemble what was once the Hawaiian Islands’ largest industry, as agriculture became
cost-ineffective and Hawaii transitioned to a service-based economy. More recently, the last sugar
plantation in the State of Hawaii, located on Maui, ceased operations in December 2016. Maui’s land
use, local economy, and material footprint may since have changed significantly. Analyzing material
flows for a single system level certainly has its value. However, it is also important to think about
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the interconnections with higher- and lower-level holons, and ideally, over time, to understand fully
which factors shape material flows at each holarchic level.

Figure 9. Exports from the Hawaiian Archipelago, 1805–1900. Data from working paper by Chertow
and Paul [26].

4.3. Comparing Holons at the Same Holarchic Level

While this study principally focuses on comparing relationships across higher- and lower-level
holons, useful information is also available by comparing the metabolism of holons at the same
holarchic level (as in the comparison of Hilo and Kona in Section 3.2 above) in the student work
compiled and presented by Kanaoka [55] (Figure 10).

Figure 10. (a) Direct material input and downstream material flows for five Hawaiian Islands in 2007.
Left: total flows for islands, right: flows per capita de facto. (b) Direct material input and domestic
material consumption by material type for five Hawaiian Islands in 2007. (c) Waste generation and reuse
per capita de facto for five Hawaiian islands for various years: Oahu (2005), Maui (2006), Kauai (2005),
the Island of Hawaii (2007), and Molokai (2006). Results for Lanai are not shown due to data gaps.
Abbreviations: DMI: Direct material input; DMC: Domestic material consumption; EXP: Exports;
Gen.: Generation. Adapted from Kanaoka [55].
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As with the case of fossil fuel consumption in a previous section, Oahu accounted for the majority
of the direct material input for the State of Hawaii in 2007, followed by the Big Island, then Maui
(Figure 10a). For most islands, non-metallic minerals represented the largest ratio of domestically
consumed materials (Figure 10b), most of which were used in construction. The only exception was
Oahu, which imported and refined crude oil for use on all of the islands. Of the non-metallic-mineral
inputs to each of the islands, 84–96% by mass was extracted on-island rather than imported.

The comparison of islands also showed that material flows per capita for islands had a strong
negative correlation with population density (Figure 10a). This trend was in line with findings from
Eurostat’s MFA of 28 EU countries, which indicated that countries with higher population densities
consumed fewer materials per capita [65]. For this reason, it was observed that the two disparately
sized islands, the Big Island and Molokai, had similar material flows per capita that were significantly
larger than the remaining islands. These results may illustrate the increasing effect of urbanization on
resource efficiency from a materials perspective.

The quantities of waste generation and reuse per capita appeared to be comparable across the
islands, but their compositions did not (Figure 10c). We found that the contrast in waste composition
was mainly because of differences in the waste accounting methods employed by each county in
Hawaii. There is no national standard for waste accounting in the U.S., so counties categorize the
same materials under different waste categories, even within a single state. Similarly, some of the
waste classification categories used by countries were not compatible with the Eurostat methodology.
This issue illustrates some of the practical challenges for conducting a holarchic analysis.

4.4. Related Analyses in Industrial Ecology

The application of the holarchy framework to industrial ecology has been extremely limited,
although there appears to be increased interest in recent years. One line of work develops minimization
models for the environmental impacts of a product system-of-systems rather than merely individual
product systems [66–68]. Another study proposed the holarchy framework for structuring supply chains
equipped with smart technologies for improving their environmental sustainability [69]. Additionally,
DeLaurentis and Ayyalasomayajula [70] explored how tools from industrial ecology could be integrated
with system-of-systems models to better assess the environmental impacts of complex adaptive systems.
Other applications of holarchy to material flows have mostly been qualitative, to conceptualize how
socio-economic systems relate to the natural system (e.g., [71]) or how socio-economic systems include
energy and material systems (e.g., [72]).

4.5. Opportunities for Further Research

The Hawaiian Islands holarchic MFA has provided a glimpse of the enhanced insight into social
metabolism and material flows that the approach can potentially offer. To explore industrial ecology
holarchy more generally, it will be necessary to recognize that two basic requirements exist for any
material-related holon: a clearly defined spatial boundary and some way of monitoring or estimating
flows across that boundary. New York City, much of which is connected by toll bridges, might form
another example, with sections of Manhattan Island, the Borough of Manhattan, and New York City
itself as candidate holons. More generally, some industrial ecology analyses have used multi-holonic
data or data gaps to fill in missing information in systems that were not recognized as holarchic. A clear
example is the zinc MFA of Meylan and Reck [73], which quantified holons at country, continent,
and (though not explicitly computed) planetary levels. From that perspective, it is easy to imagine
an extension of holarchic levels, this time downward, for example to Indonesia and its constituent
islands, should appropriate data be available. Other examples doubtless can be devised by imaginative
researchers, including those of non-island systems. It should be noted, however, that comparisons
across holons without common governance structures, as seen in Hawaii, may be more difficult
to achieve. Finally, as analyses of country-level imports and exports have provided much useful
information on material flow and use, the extension of MFA into a variety of smaller-scale geographical
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entities is likely to offer new insight as well. We encourage industrial ecologists to explore and profit
from applying the holarchic concept to a variety of multi-holonic material stocks and flows around
the world.
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